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During the month of February,
CONAPRO TRAINING CENTRE,
developed courses in height rescue, as it
usually does. The courses include the
rescue and evacuation of casualties in
wind turbine stairways and on the roof
and sides of nacelle. The protocols have
been developed through different simulators available to the centre by using the
evacuation and rescue device MRG9
Mittelmann Hub..

SOUTH AMERICA new wind
power, BRAZIL leads the expansion of wind power in Latin
America, according to data
released by the Global Wind
Energy Council (GWEC). GWEC
reports that the capacity of the
South American country’s
currently installed wind turbines
has increased by 1.077 megawatts
(MW) in 2012 to 2508 MW, while
in Latin America the total for the
period from 2280 MW increased
to 3505 MW..

From division SAFETY BY CONAPRO Serena has
performed annual regulatory inspections of over 800 PPE,
LIFELINES AND EMERGENCY DESCENDERS.
inspections have developed been carried out clients parks
located in A Coruña, Lugo, Leon, Albacete, Ciudad Real
and Andalucía.
Serena is authorized by the major manufacturers: Mittelmann, Somain, Antec etc. to assemble and inspect
equipment and boasts highly qualified and experienced
field technicians Staff receive technical training directly
from the manufacturers on a yearly basis.

DON’T KNOW OUR HIGHTS
TRAINING CENTRE YET?



COME ON OVER AND
WE’LL SHOW YOU IT!

visits the parks in
Oaxaca, MEXICO, and Rio Grande do
Norte and Bahia in BRAZIL. Our technicians have carried out the established
inspections of our major customers lift
equipment. NEM technicians are certified
in NDT, inspection techniques using
magnetic particle and other tests to ensure
the reliability and safety of the equipment.
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